WARNING
Before installing the device, always wear eye protective
and point the device to a safe area, pay attention to and
take care to not hit bystanders. Make sure the gas is
empty and no projectiles inside before the installation.
- Always treat the device as if it is loaded.
- Always exercise muzzle awareness.
- Always practice good firing discipline.
- Always store or keep the device in a safe place away
from children.
- Never leave this device in public area
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I. Get Started

II. Take all compoments Out

III. Put the Safety On

1) Unscrew the bottom 2 pins by a screw-driver.

Take all the internal compoments out
from the device including:

Make sure the two firing buttons are up.
Lock it by pushing the safety plate forward
under the firing buttons.

2) Punch the 2 pins out
3) When puching the pins out, holding down the
bottom cap to avoid the bouncing of the cap.

1) Capsule Holders x 2
2) Capsule Springs x 2
3) Main Springs x 2
4) Bottom Cap x 1

Do not shoot at people.
This device is used for expel animal only.
A-Plus is not responsible for injury, death or damage to
property resulting from either intentional or accidental
discharge of this device, or from its function when used
for purposes or subjected to treatment for which it was
not designed.
The goal of using this device is never to win a fight.
It is to survive and escape without injury. Operate this
device and give yourself the best chance to escape
unharmed.

Longer Pin use in the bottom
and Shorter Pin use in top
of the device
** For TS-50 Only **

Bottom Cap

IV. Load the projectilies

V. Load the 12g Co2 capsules

VI. Assembling

1) Insert the projectiles (.50 / .68) Rubber Ball
from the rear of the device.

Place the 2 x 12g Co2 capsules to the holders
and put the capsule spring surrounding
the capsule head to avoid mis-hitting of the
capsule.

Place the capsule holders back to the device by forcing it down with a solid tube comes with the package,
push it hard until you hear a “click” meaning the holder is being locked in the device.

2) Insert the 2 x Main Springs into the device.

Put the bottom cap back to the device,
screw the 2 pins back and screw them tight for next use.

